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Strengthening liberalism in Spain

FNF Greece: It's the people who decides!

Liberal parties and think tanks from the Iberian peninsula
convened in Madrid for the annual "Iberian Liberal Forum".
The event was co-organized by the Asociación Galega pola
Liberdade e a Democracia (galidem) and the Movimento
Liberal Social (MLS) with the support of the Friedrich
Naumann Foundation for Freedom.

The Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom (FNF)
opened a dialogue on the principle of subsidiarity in Greece
with a roadshow. Many citizens consider "subsidiarity" rather
an academic theory than a concept relevant to their own
lives.
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Upcoming event: "Surpressing critical voices in
Turkey - A journalist's story"

Now available in English: "A Europe of Freedom
for and by its People!"

The freedom of expression and the press need protection.
Yavuz Baydar had his rights violated, when he was fired from
his job at the pro-government Sabah daily for critizising the
Turkish government on its handling of the Gezi Park
protests.

In face of the euro crisis, increasing centralisation and
protectionism it is time to rethink Europe's future. An expert
panel around Dr Hermann Otto Solms MP recommends
promoting diversity and liberty by an open European
integration of different speeds to ensure the work efficiency
in a more and more heterogeneous EU.
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Wichtige Termine
22.09.2013 Federal elections in Germany 24.09.2013 FNF Event: "Surpressing critical voices in Turkey - A journalist's story",
Brussels 3.10.2013 Day of German Unity (German national holiday)
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